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Abstract—Synchronized voltage and current phasor measurements provided by phasor measurement units (PMUs) have the potential to augment power system monitoring, control, and protection functions. PMUs use the Global Positioning System (GPS) to synchronize measurements across a wide geographical area. Unfortunately, low-received-power, unencrypted civil GPS signals are vulnerable to jamming and spoofing attacks. Accidental receiver malfunction can also lead to incorrect position/time solutions. This paper presents a multi-layered multi-receiver architecture that hardens GPS-based timing against jamming, spoofing, and receiver errors. Our architecture integrates eight countermeasures in all layers of receiver signal and data processing; most of the countermeasures exploit the static and networked nature of time reference receivers. We define five threat models, and qualitatively analyze the effectiveness of each countermeasure against each threat model. The analysis demonstrates that the redundant, independent but complementary countermeasures provide high reliability and robustness.

I. INTRODUCTION

Efficient power transmission and distribution would benefit from synchronized near-real-time measurements of voltage and current phasors at widely dispersed locations in an electric power grid [1]. Such measurements also have the promise to enable effective real-time system monitoring and control, which have been considered to be the key to preventing widespread cascading outages like the 2003 Northeast Blackout [2]. A phasor measurement unit (PMU), also known as synchrophasor, is a device capable of measuring power system voltage and current phasors at a rate of thousands of samples per second [3], [4]. The samples are time-stamped with 1 microsecond or better accuracy to a common absolute time reference provided by the Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers attached to PMUs [5], [6].

Unfortunately, low-received-power, unencrypted civil GPS signals have been proven to be vulnerable to jamming and spoofing attacks [7]–[11]. A jammer emits a high-power interfering signal at the GPS frequency in order to deny nearby GPS receivers access to the GPS signal. A spoofer broadcasts a counterfeit GPS signal that overpowers the authentic signal so as to manipulate a victim receiver’s reported position, time, or both. In a future scenario where PMU data play a significant role in power system operations, an attacker may disturb or bring down the system by attacking the GPS receivers attached to PMUs. Shepard et al. [12] have shown that an attacker could cause a generator trip by spoofing a GPS time reference receiver.

Even without being jammed or spoofed, a GPS receiver does not always yield correct position and time solutions due to accidental receiver malfunctions. Heng et al. [13] have shown that 0.34% of the navigation messages collected by the geodetic-grade GPS receivers in the International GNSS Service (IGS) [14] network throughout the year 2009 were incorrect. Another surprising instance is that on 31 July 2006, 29 out of 245 GPS receivers in the IGS network missed or misinterpreted a navigation message. As a result, the 29 receivers miscalculated their positions and clocks for more than one hour [15].

So far, a variety of countermeasures have been proposed to enhance civil GPS receivers’ robustness against jamming and spoofing attacks and accidental receiver errors. These methods can be generally categorized into four groups: external assistance, signal features, redundant measurements, and cryptography. The first group utilizes the information from the sensors external to the GPS subsystem, such as accelerometers, gyroscopes, odometers, and cellular networks [16], [17]. The second group makes use of the features inherent in GPS signals, including angle-of-arrival (spatial sparsity) [18]–[20], time-frequency sparsity [21], signal quality [22], signal power [23], and multipath [24]. The third group exploits the redundancy of pseudorange measurements [25], [26] and the correlation among multiple cooperative receivers [27]–[29]. The fourth group uses cryptographic, unpredictable information carried by the GPS signal to ensure its authenticity [30], [31].

Most of the methods mentioned above were designed for stand-alone kinematic receivers, and their objective was mainly reliable positioning but not necessarily reliable timing. There is still a dearth of countermeasures designed for static, networked GPS time reference receivers in power systems. In this paper, we present a multi-layered multi-receiver architecture that hardens GPS-based timing against jamming, spoofing, and receiver errors. Our architecture integrates eight countermeasures in all layers of receiver signal and data processing; most of the countermeasures exploit the static and networked nature of time reference receivers.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly explains how GPS works. Section III introduces five threat models considered in this paper. Section IV describes our proposed multi-layered multi-receiver architecture and
elaborates on the countermeasures used in each layer. Section V compares the effectiveness of the countermeasures and discusses implementation of the architecture in current power systems. Finally, concluding remarks are presented in Section VI.

II. GPS FUNDAMENTALS

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a satellite-based passive radio navigation system. It provides accurate position and time information to any number of users on or near the Earth wherever four or more GPS satellites are in sight. Each GPS satellite continuously transmits a direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) ranging signal which contains two codes: an unencrypted C/A code, which is freely available to the public, and an encrypted P(Y) code, usually reserved for military applications. Navigation messages are modulated on top of ranging codes. A navigation message includes an ephemeris and a clock dataset; the former is used to calculate the satellite ranging codes. A navigation message includes an ephemeris and an encrypted P(Y) code, usually reserved for military applications. Navigation messages are modulated on top of

\[
\rho_k = \|x_k - x\|^2 + c(b - b_k) + \epsilon_k, \tag{1}
\]

where the satellite position \(x_k\) and clock bias \(b_k\) are calculated from the navigation message from the \(k\)th satellite, \(c\) is the speed of light, and \(\epsilon_k\) represents the range measurement error. When pseudoranges to \(K\) satellites are available, \(K \geq 4\), the receiver’s position \(x\) and clock bias \(b\) can be uniquely determined by minimizing the mean squared error:

\[
\min_{x,b} \sum_{k=1}^{K} (\epsilon_k)^2 = \min_{x,b} \sum_{k=1}^{K} (\rho_k - \|x_k - x\|^2 + c(b - b_k))^2. \tag{2}
\]

III. THREAT MODELS AND DESIGN GOALS

Equation (2) indicates the following prerequisites for a correct position and time solution:

- correct pseudorange measurement \(\rho\) and
- correct navigation message so that the receiver can obtain correct \(x\) and \(b\), \(k = 1, \ldots, K\).

This paper is concerned with the threats that render any of the above prerequisites unavailable or incorrect. Specifically, we consider the following five threat models:

- **[J]** Jamming: a jammer transmits high-power interfering signals in the GPS frequency band so as to stop nearby GPS receivers from acquiring and tracking GPS signals.
- **[S1]** Data-level spoofing: a data-level spoofer synthesizes and transmits counterfeit GPS signals in order to manipulate a victim receiver’s time solution without affecting its position solution. The spoofer achieves this goal by modifying several parameters in the navigation data (e.g., the spoofing attacks described in [11]).
- **[S2]** Signal-level spoofing: a signal-level spoofer synthesizes and transmits counterfeit GPS signals that carry the same navigation data as concurrently broadcast by the GPS satellites. By carefully tuning the delay of each code (e.g., the spoofing attacks conducted in [10]), the spoofer is able to manipulate a victim receiver’s time solution without affecting its position solution.
- **[S3]** Bent-pipe spoofing (also referred to as meaconing): a bent-pipe spoofer conducts a replay attack, namely, it records authentic GPS signals and rebroadcasts them (with a delay \(\tau\)) as spoofing signals. The time calculated by a victim receiver is delayed by \(\tau\), while the position solution is always equal to the position of the attacker’s antenna used to record the GPS signals.
- **[E]** Accidental receiver malfunctions: accidental GPS receiver malfunctions yield incorrect pseudorange measurements or incorrect navigation messages, resulting in incorrect position solution or time solution, or both.

Under the threat model [J], we want the receiver to be able to continue operating. For the other threat models, the goal is to detect the threat with a high confidence in a timely manner. The next section describes our multi-layered multi-receiver architecture and how it achieves these goals.

- **[J]** Jamming: a jammer transmits high-power interfering signals in the GPS frequency band so as to stop nearby GPS receivers from acquiring and tracking GPS signals.

**Figure 1** shows a simplified block diagram of most GPS receivers used nowadays. The signal conditioning circuit converts the raw radio frequency (RF) signal into intermediate frequency (IF) samples, which are processed by multiple tracking loops. Each tracking loop tracks one satellite and generates the pseudorange measurements and raw bits, from which the decoding module extracts the navigation data.

![GPS receiver block diagram](image)

**Fig. 1.** GPS receiver block diagram.

\[\text{The range measurement is called “pseudorange” because the one-way time-of-arrival ranging includes satellite and receiver clock biases, as well as other errors caused by propagation effects.}\]
### IV. System Architecture

Figure 2 shows our proposed multi-layered multi-receiver architecture which enables reliable GPS-based timing. Our architecture employs comprehensive countermeasures in all layers of receiver signal and data processing. In the signal conditioning layer, statistical tests on signal power serve as early spoofing detection [22], [34]. In the signal tracking layer, cross-correlation of the noisy P(Y) signals from two receivers is used to ensure that the received signals are broadcast by the GPS satellites rather than generated by a spoofer [31], [35], [36]. Thanks to the static nature of GPS receivers, a narrow-band tracking loop is used to improve the receiver’s robustness against jamming attacks. Multi-receiver vector tracking loops are also employed in this layer to enhance a receiver’s capability of continuing operating under against jamming attacks [37].

In the GPS navigation data processing layer, the navigation messages collected by a receiver are compared against others’ to ensure the correctness of navigation data. The pseudorange measurements from multiple receivers are used to reverse-calculate satellite positions, which are expected to match the satellite positions calculated from the navigation data. Finally, in the position/time calculation layer, the solutions are checked against a priori statistics in order to detect any spoofing attacks missed in previous layers.

The list below summarizes the main purpose of the countermeasures performed in each layer:

- Signal conditioning layer: Early spoofing detection;
- Tracking loop layer: Continuous operation under jamming;
- Navigation data layer: Spoofer detection and receiver malfunction detection; and
- Position/time calculation layer: Final spoofing detection and receiver malfunction detection.

The remainder of this section is devoted to a detailed description of eight specific countermeasures within this architecture.

#### [C1] Check signal power

In a spoofing attack, the counterfeit signal has to overpower the authentic signal so that a victim receiver will lock on to the more powerful counterfeit signal. Therefore, an ascent of received signal power implies the possibility of a spoofing attack. In GPS receivers which use two or more bits sampling, automatic gain control (AGC) is used to adjust the front-end gain to a level suitable for the analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Experiments in [34] have shown that AGC level is a low-computational-complexity, low-cost means to detect potential spoofing attacks.

Our architecture integrates the signal power check as an early spoofing detection. Advantages of this countermeasure include low computational complexity and independence (not relying on other receivers). A major disadvantage is the low detection confidence due to the stochastic nature of signal power. Therefore, the signal power check is considered as an auxiliary countermeasure against threats [S1]–[S3].

#### [C2] Cross-correlation of military P(Y) code between receivers

As mentioned in Section II, the GPS signal contains the unencrypted C/A code and the encrypted P(Y) code, which are modulated onto the L1 carrier in-phase and quadrature, respectively. This countermeasure is based on the fact that a spoofer cannot generate the P(Y) code.

As shown in Fig. 3, two receivers track the C/A code from a satellite visible to both of them. Each receiver uses the C/A code phase and timing relationships to the P(Y) code to take a snippet of the same part of the received P(Y) code. The spoofing detection correlates two snippets of the GPS signals from two receivers. Although the P(Y) code is encrypted and thus unknown to non-military receivers, and although its received versions are noisy and may be distorted by narrow-band RF front-ends, when conducting cross-correlation, the P(Y) code components in the two snippets are similar enough to create an obvious correlation peak if neither receiver is spoofed. An
The bandwidth of loop filters is an important design parameter by forming beams to satellites and steering nulls to multi-receiver phased arrays greatly improve the robustness improves acquisition and tracking performance in low SNR. The channel can be seen as multiple-input tracking loops to collaboratively process information from a power system, we propose using multi-receiver vector attacks (threat model). Since PMUs are static, we propose using narrow-band tracking loops to improve the robustness against jamming attacks (threat model). In a GPS receiver, tracking loops are used to continuously follow the code and carrier parameters of the incoming signal. The bandwidth of loop filters is an important design parameter because the variance of code tracking errors is proportional to the loop bandwidth. In general, a narrower bandwidth is better at suppressing noise, while a wider bandwidth allows faster response to receiver dynamics. A jamming attack is equivalent to raising the noise floor. Since PMUs are static, we propose using narrow-band tracking loops to improve the robustness against jamming attacks (threat model).

Multi-receiver vector tracking loops

In conventional GPS receivers, tracking loops operate independently, as each of them is assigned to a satellite; from an information-theoretic view, the channel is single-input single-output (SISO). In a vector tracking loop, information from all satellites is shared, and the user state is coupled to the pseudorange measurements via a Kalman filter; the channel can be seen as multiple-input single-output (MISO). Vector tracking loops enable a receiver to operate at a lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and thus increase immunity to jamming attacks (threat model). Since there are multiple networked receivers available in a power system, we propose using multi-receiver vector tracking loops to collaboratively process information from multiple receivers. The channel can be seen as multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO). Multi-receiver signal accumulation improves acquisition and tracking performance in low SNR. Multi-receiver phased arrays greatly improve the robustness against jamming/spoofing attacks (threat models) by forming beams to satellites and steering nulls to jammers/spoofers. In addition, multi-receiver signal processing helps detect receiver errors (threat model) because a malfunctioning receiver is usually inconsistent with other receivers.

Similar to countermeasure, multi-receiver processing requires receivers to output baseband samples. The high-sampling-rate data need to be continuously transmitted between receivers (or to a central processing server). In practice, we recommend choosing receivers within a local vicinity and transmitting the data over a local area network.

Check navigation data against external archives

This countermeasure cross-checks the navigation messages collected by one PMU GPS receiver with others, and compares them against external references such as the IGS navigation data archive. This method can easily detect the data-level spoofing attacks (threat model) in which the navigation data are modified. This method also ensures that a receiver does not miss or misinterpret a navigation message (threat model). Under jamming attacks (threat model), a receiver may be able to track satellites but cannot correctly decode navigation messages. Using the navigation data from external archives enables the receiver to continue operating.

Reverse-calculate satellite positions by trilateration from multiple GPS receivers, and compare with navigation data

Since the PMU GPS receivers are static and their positions are known, we propose using the pseudorange measurements from multiple receivers to reverse-calculate satellite positions by multilateration. The reverse-calculated satellite positions match the satellite positions calculated from the navigation data only when both the navigation data and the pseudorange measurements are correct. Therefore, this countermeasure can easily detect bent-pipe spoofing attacks (threat model) and receiver errors (threat model). This countermeasure also makes the synthesized spoofing attacks (threat models) much more difficult because it imposes more constraints on “valid” spoofing signals. The accuracy of multilateration depends on the satellite-to-users geometry. We recommend choosing receivers at dispersed locations to improve accuracy (see, e.g., the discussion on dilution of precision).

Check position solution against known PMU locations

For a single PMU GPS receiver, checking the position solution against its location known a priori can detect a bent-pipe spoofer (threat model). Receiver errors (threat model) can also be detected if the errors result in an incorrect position solution. However, this method cannot detect the synthesized spoofing attacks (threat models) because, when formulated properly, these attacks ensure unaltered position solutions. In this paper, we argue that this countermeasure is effective against threat models if multiple receivers are deployed in close vicinity and all the receivers are synchronized to a common clock. As shown in Fig. 4, several receivers...
are deployed in a substation with a distance of 20 to 50 meters between two neighboring receivers. If no receivers are spoofed, all receivers yield the same clock bias. If a fraction of the receivers are spoofed by a spoofer, the victim receivers yield a different clock bias than the clock bias seen by the innocent receivers. If all receivers are spoofed by the same spoofer, although they generate the same clock bias, their position solutions are the same because the position solution is controlled by the spoofer and does not depend on the receiver’s location. In this case, the spoofing attack can also be detected. The only way to spoof multiple receivers without being detected is to employ multiple spoofers, each of which has to fine-tune the transmit power so as to spoof just one receiver, and the spoofers should be synchronized to ensure the clock biases output by all receivers are the same. This spoofing attack is too complicated and too costly to be practical.

Swaszek and Hartnett [29] have analyzed the performance of this spoofing-detection method. Assume the $m$ receivers are spaced evenly around a circle with a radius $r$. Let $d = 2r \sin(\pi/m)$ be the distance between two neighboring receiver. The spoofing detection performance depends on the parameters $m$, $d$, and $\sigma$, the standard deviation of positioning errors. We generate Fig. 5 (a) and (b) to show the receiver operating characteristic curves for different spacing and different number of receivers, respectively. It can be seen that increasing space and increasing number of receivers can improve spoofing detection performance.

[C8] Check time solution against learnt statistics of receiver clocks

Spoofing attacks and receiver errors are rare events. Based on this fact, we can design an algorithm to learn the stochastic behavior of receiver clocks [39]. When spoofing attacks (threat models [S1]–[S3]) and receiver errors occur (threat model [E]), the time solution is unlikely to be consistent with the learnt statistics of receiver clocks. Due to the stochastic volatility of receiver clocks, this countermeasure is considered auxiliary in our architecture.
TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[J]</th>
<th>[S1]</th>
<th>[S2]</th>
<th>[S3]</th>
<th>[E]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[C1]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C2]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C3]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C4]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C5]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C6]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C7]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C8]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Effectiveness of a countermeasure against a threat model:
- effective
- auxiliary
- ineffective

Requirements for a countermeasure:
† multiple networked receivers in vicinity
‡ multiple networked receivers at dispersed locations
§ static receivers

This paper has presented a reliable and robust GPS-based timing mechanism supporting power system applications such as the PMU. We have designed a multi-layered multi-receiver architecture that incorporates eight countermeasures in all layers of receiver signal and data processing. Most of the countermeasures have fully exploited the static and networked nature of time reference receivers. We have defined five threat models, and qualitatively analyzed the effectiveness of each countermeasure against each threat model. The analysis has demonstrated that the redundant, independent but complementary countermeasures provide high reliability and robustness.

Accurate timing is a critical element for many economic activities around the world, including not only power grids but also communication systems and financial networks. All these systems rely on static, networked GPS time reference receivers. Our multi-layered multi-receiver architecture, although developed in the context of power systems, is also applicable to other systems.
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